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Free wine label maker templates

Want to increase tagging in your small business? If so, you may be interested in a recent offer from your brother. Brother International Corporation recently added the newest member of its CUBE Bluetooth® wireless technology label maker series. Named as P-touch CUBE XP (PT-P910BT), this manufacturer label is designed to meet the needs of businesses. Brother P-touch CUBE XP Label MakerTo
comes with pre-designed templates that users can access through Brother software applications to make it easier to print labels. The P-touch CUBE XP overview is a connected labelmaker. And it offers high print resolution of up to 11/2 (36 mm). The label manufacturer has the following features: Print high-quality P-touch CUBE XP label tapes, you can get high-resolution printing for durable, sharp and
easy-to-read labels up to 360 dpi for sharp graphics, texts and barcodes. What's more, you can use Brother P-touch TZe laminate tapes up to ~11/2 inches (36 mm) wide for durable marking. Brother P-touch TZe laminates are available in a wide range of types and colours. So you can easily get a label to suit your needs. Simple app integrationYou can easily print labels using iPrint&amp;label or P-touch
Design&amp;print2 from your smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth. With P-touch Editor, you can create your own templates with different designs. What's more, with brother software development kits (SDK) you have access to print labels within your own application or software. Easy to Get StartedP-touch CUBE XP comes with ~1.4 (36mm) wide x~13.1' (4m) long white laminated starter label tape. So you
can start printing labels right out of the box. It offers a 2-year limited warranty along with Brother At Your Side support for the lifetime of the labelmaker. A P-touch CUBE XP costs $299.99, according to brother's website in the US. How small business can take advantage of P-touch CUBE XPP-touch CUBE XP can help your small business in many ways. Below are some organizations and identification
ideas: Create and print your own barcodes, to help you effectively manage and track the assets of your businessManage storage and general tagging tasks easily with different sizes of tapes and colorsTo create clear, influential labeling for office and warehouse areasPrint price tags for your productsTo create different labels for cables and files for easy identificationAt abbreviation , you can use P-touch
CUBE XP to handle any organization &amp; identification task. Jacquie Hunter, Brother's director of product marketing, said in a prepared statement: 'Finding ways to stand out for your retail store, restaurant or small business is more important than ever in this evolving business environment,We have developed P-touch CUBE XP specifically with small and medium-sized business users in mind and are
excited to introduce a business and developer audience to a tool that enhances their brand by bringing the next level consistency to its customers , Jacquie concluded. About brethren brethren CorporationBrother International Corporation is a leading company that offers premium printers, sewing machines and many other recognized business solutions. This is a 100% owned subsidiary of Brother Industries
Ltd. Click here to learn more about the company. Picture: brother-usa.com A good label manufacturer can be portable and manual, connected to your computer via USB or somewhere in between, but must print good labels that are legible and last, whether they are in a filing cabinet, pantry or freezer. This week we are looking at five of the best, based on your recommendations. Earlier in the week, we
asked you for your favorite label manufacturers based on these criteria. You've given us plenty of great options that can print everything from simple labels for your plastic containers in the pantry to heavy mailing labels, but we only have room for the top five. Here they are, in no particular order. DYMO Rhino Industrial 4200In case you need a labelmaker that can quickly run out of labels, go with you almost
anywhere, has a library of more than 150 symbols, as well as all the standard letters and numbers you need, and you can do it all in a workplace-fit package with an easy-to-use QWERTY keyboard and LCD display, the DYMO Rhino 4200 is a good bet. It'll set you back about $52 on Amazon, and while it's a bit on the bulky side, it's able to print wire or cable wraps, flag labels, wide and long labels, fixed-
length labels, and more, for whatever you have to organize. Rhino 4200 can also print on more than standard black and white or black and white labels: You can also print directly on flexible nylon, polyester and vinyl, or even directly on heat shrink pipes. It is also robust, with rubber bumpers on all four corners to protect it from falls, bumps and falls. It also works with DYMO's range of industry labels, giving
you a little more flexibility in the type of material you use to label your stuff. Those of you who nominated Rhino 4200 praised it for being able to easily mark the heat of shrink pipes, cables and other items around the house (and around the workplace) that require a more durable label and label manufacturer than you might need in your home office or kitchen at home. That said, a few of you noted that it
works just as well on light duty around the house as it does when you're plugging your house for Ethernet or working in the garage, and it's not terribly expensive for the features it offers. You can read more in his nomination thread here or in another thread dedicated to the Rhino series. Epson LW-300Epson LW-300 is a home label maker that has received the highest marks from Sweethome (Wirecutter
cousin dedicated to household items), is able to print quickly in more than 14 different fonts, 10 different text styles, more than 300 built-in symbols, 75 different label frames, and more. The LW-300 has built-in memory that supports 30 different files, or labels that you can invoke and quickly without re-enter the style, content, and font of these labels. It's convenient to use with both hands, has a QWERTY
keyboard, LCD screen and does everything completely without a computer, so you don't have to connect it to your computer. It is able to print two lined labels, supports special labels such as reflective tapes, iron on labels and decorative tapes, and is small enough to go anywhere, whether you use them in the kitchen to label containers or you are in the office labeling file folders. Best of all, it's affordable,
and will only set you back about $26 on Amazon.Those of you who nominated pointed out that it has all the features most people need from a label manufacturer if you're using it for organizational purposes, and it's cheap. The battery takes a good long time, low-margin labels cut down on paper waste (which costs money to replace, of course), and Sweethome notes that it was the most convenient use
labels the makers tested. They also praised the LW-300 for being easy-to-press keys (as opposed to the super spongy and hard-to-use keys that are common on many labelers), and for printing complex labels with lots of symbols and punctuation really easy. You can read more in his nomination thread here. The Brother PT90 Brother PT-90 is a simple, easy-to-use labelmaker that won't break the bank (it's
only $17 on Amazon, but some of you have reported lower prices at local office supplies stores) and it gets the job done without a ton of extra bells and whistles. The simple screen is a single-line display, and the labeler itself has a simple QWERTY keyboard that makes it easy to type and number labels. It supports eight different kinds of custom labels, can print one or two lines of text in nine types and
nearly 200 different punctuation marks and symbols. It is designed mostly for home office applications, although labels can be used to organize kitchen cabinets or pantry as well. It even supports some laminated and unlaminated tape types, so if you're looking for a label that stands the test of time, you can have it (if you buy the right tape.) If you're not in the market for a more complex model with a bunch
of symbols or features, this might be the one for you. Those of you who praised it noted that while you get what you pay for in terms of features and complexity, many of you just don't need all the other stuff in a simple label manufacturer—just enter what you want the label to say and press print. For that, it's the perfect model. You can power it no one power anyone on flashlights, it is easy to use with one
hand or two hands and it's cheap. You praised the labels he printed for being clean and clean without blurring, and it's small enough to fit in a desk drawer without taking up a ton of space. You can read more in his nomination thread here. DYMO LetraTag Plus LT-100HDYMO LetraTag Plus LT-100H is a one-hand , personal label manufacturer, designed for use and easy with one hand, alphabetical
keyboard, and is narrow enough to fit in your pocket or bag. Unlike wider, more robust models, this simple removable top-topping tape and replaceable battery with lower filling are firmly designed for small office or home use. LetraTag's huge LCD display is a nice feature though, and uses its phaser-like shape to really expand that screen so you can see all the lines you're printing, the options you have
available, and easily switch between five different built-in font sizes, seven print styles, different box and frame styles, and items in its 9-label internal memory. It can even print a stamped date label or print in three different languages. LetraTag LT tape comes in plastic, metal, laminated and even magnetic and iron-on labels, so you can choose the tape and load it quickly depending on what you need to do.
It can even print on thermal paper. Best of all, it's also affordable-only $25 on Amazon.Those of you who nominated praised it for being easy to use with one hand and for being portable-and while it can get a little more complicated to use two-handed (since most of us are used to QWERTY keyboards), you get used to it quickly. It packs many features into cheap and portable label-makers, and while you
probably won't use it often in an office environment where speed matters more than portability, or if you need multiple label sizes as opposed to types, it's a great purchase for a home office or just for organizing around the house. You've even noticed that it comes with a wall mount for easy storage. You can read more in his nomination thread here. Brother P-Touch PT-1230PC If you need a labelmaker that
connects to your computer and can print from almost any application, or need to print barcodes, P-Touch PT-1230PC may be a good choice for you. It's a small, simple USB label printer that's small enough to can sit almost anywhere next to your computer. It's powered by AAA batteries, so you don't have to connect it to a powered USB port, any hub will work with it, and you don't even need special
software to use it — just plug it in to your PC, add it as a printer (unless Windows automatically detects it, and don't forget that your brother says it's only Windows) and print from any text editor. (Even if you want, you can download Brother P-Touch Editor and use their software.) The printer itself prints 12mm, laminated labels and prints them fairly quickly, so if you have a lot of organizational work to do, or
you mark folders, containers or documents frequently at work, you can do this without leaving your computer with this model. It can even print multiple lines, supports TrueType fonts, and can even print graphics. In short, if your computer can print, the macro label can that too. It's $39 on Amazon.Those of you who nominated pt-1230PC praised it for being easy to use and portable as hand-held hand-held
the manufacturer is, but also for giving you the ability to connect to your computer and take advantage of the fonts, languages, punctuation and symbols available in Windows without limiting it to what the label manufacturer already knows. You mentioned that you used it to mark cables, computers, storage compartments, and more, and it sits right next to your computer monitor, right next to the USB port.
You've also noticed that you've used yours frequently to print barcodes to track assets or organizations, which is a benefit to none of the others in our roundup support. You can read more in his nomination thread here. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to give them all out of the vote to determine lifehacker community favorites: Honorable MentionThis Week of Honor comes out on the Duralabel Pro
series graphics products, which some of you called specifically for being a natural step up if you need a computer-connected label maker who is able to do everything and do everything quickly. Whether you're printing address labels, office labels, durable labels that can cost weather or outdoor exposure, simple storage container labels or anything else, it's a company that produces some of the most
versatile label manufacturers in the business, at a price for a home office or business. In addition, they make printers and paper and tapes that can go almost anywhere, including vinyl glue, heat shrink pipes, magnetic labels, laminated plastic, and more. You can read his nomination thread here. Do you have anything to say about one of the candidates? Want to make a case for your personal favorites
even if it wasn't included in the list? Remember that the top five are based on your favorite nominations from the candidate challenge thread from earlier in the week. Don't just complain about the top five, let us know what your preferred alternative is – and take it up – in the discussions below. Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite was omitted, he didn't get
the nominations required in the candidate's call to get into the top five. We understand it's a bit of a popularity contest. Do you have a proposal for hive five? Send us an email for tips + hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo jamie. Jamie.
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